I n The Buke of the Howlat , Richard Holland presents the Douglas kin as "of Scotland the werwall."
to the seventeenth-century family historiographer, was awarded the sobriquet of "Bell-the-Cat" for his willingness to take on the king. 5 After James III's deposition in 1488, the fifth earl became a prominent member of government, although he fell out of favor after 1497, only reappearing in Council in 1510.
6 Two of his sons, Gavin's elder brothers, died at Flodden in 1513; the fifth earl died a few months later. His grandson, and Gavin's nephew, also Archibald, became the sixth earl. As a younger son, Gavin himself found a career in the church, becoming provost of St. Giles in Edinburgh by March 11, 1503; he was finally confirmed as Bishop of Dunkeld in 1516.
7
After Flodden, Gavin Douglas the politician took precedence over Douglas the poet. He was involved in the council, and he and his kin might have consolidated their position as leading magnates had the sixth earl not married the Queen Dowager, Margaret Tudor, and then fallen out with her. Although different in form, it is possible to discern a common thread of overreach in both the fall of the Douglases in 1455 and in the fall of Angus; both pushed at the power of the crown, but in the fifteenth century the Douglases alienated the king, while in the early sixteenth they initially antagonized the governing class and the other regents, although Angus subsequently alienated James V as well.
8 After several torrid years involved in various political confrontations and plots, Douglas arrived in London in 1521, bearing messages from the Earl of Angus to Cardinal Wolsey. Because of complex political intrigue, he was never able to return to Scotland and died in London in September 1522. Even in exile, however, Douglas maintained an interest in examining his own nation's identity through its myths and narratives.
The Angus Douglases were "Red Douglases"; Holland's patrons were "Black Douglases." The Black Douglases traced their origins to the "Good Sir James," Robert Bruce's trusted lieutenant and Barbour's second hero in The Bruce ; the Red Douglases to his younger brother, Sir Archibald.
9 James Douglas's exploits, largely those under Bruce's command in the First War of Independence but also that of taking Bruce's heart on crusade after his death, were a crucial part of family mythology and also fed into accounts of the Scottish character and national endeavor. The narrative figured James Douglas as a robust defender of the Scottish realm; it also presented him as a loyal and trusted servant of the crown, a model magnate, willing to risk his own life in the service of the king. That Barbour develops his narrative in this way even by the 1370s already suggests that the myth did not quite represent the history. Other accounts suggest that Bruce and Douglas did not quite have such a close and straightforward relationship, at least in the beginning. 10 Barbour himself notes Douglas's initial motivation of regaining his father's lands, although
